SURVEY NARRATIVE TO COMPLY WITH PARAGRAPH 209.250 OREGON REVISED STATUTES

SURVEY FOR: Dan and Kit Collins
P.O. Box 1309
Lakeview, Or. 97630

LOCATION: Located in Lots 11 & 12, Block 7, Drenkels First Addition to The Town of Lakeview, Lake County, Oregon, SW 1/4 Section 15, T.39B. R.20E., W.M.

PURPOSE: To split Lots 11 & 12 and mark the boundaries thereof.


PROCEDURE: Monuments were found as shown on the accompanying Map of Survey and after the lot boundaries were established the lots were split.

Instruments used were a Nikon twenty-second theodolite and a Mac I-H Electronic Distance Measuring Device and a 100' steel tape.

Bearings based on the north line of South 7th Street as being East/West.
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